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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the uniqueness of solutions to the following problem 
Ou l OAu :AA(u)+d ivB(u) ,  (x,t) E QT, (1.1) 
ot - -~  
~loa : 0, (x, t) e 0a  × (0, T), (1.2) 
~(x, 0) = u0(x), x e a,  (1.a) 
where D is a bounded, domain with smooth boundary in ]~N, QT = f~ X (0, T),/~ > 0 the viscosity 
coefficient, A(s) a continuously differentiable function on R with A'(s) > O, B(s) = ~(A(s)), 
and @(s) a locally Lipschitz continuous vector-valued function. 
Equation (1.1) arises from mathematical models describing some phenomena which exist in 
nature extensively. An important classical case of (1.1) is that with ), = 0, which reduces to the 
standard nonlinear diffusion equation 
O__u_u = AA(u) + div/~(u), (1.4) 
Ot 
which is degenerate at the points where At(s) = 0 and has been studied extensively. In particular, 
the discussion of the uniqueness of solutions can be found in many papers, see for example, [1-5]. 
When A > 0, (1.1) can be thought of as some kind of regularization variation of equation (1.4). 
In particular, equation (1.1) with/~(s) = 6, namely, 
Ou A OAu 
8t ~ = Ad(u)  (1.5) 
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was considered by Cohen and Pego [6], where A(s) has no monotonicity, but their interests center 
on the steady-state solution for equation (1.5). The uniqueness of solutions of the Neumann 
initial-boundary value problem and the Dirichlet initial-boundary value problem of the linear 
case of equation (1.5), 
Ou A OAu 
Ot - -~  = aAu (1.6) 
has been established by Chen and Gurtin [7] and Ting and Showalter [8]. Another relevant work 
by Qunitanilla [9] is concerned with the uniqueness of solutions to the generalized heat conduction 
equation, i.e., 
autt + but = cAu + Aut +/(x ,  t), (1.7) 
which is one of the models proposed to describe the evolution of the temperature. It also arises 
in the study of the antiplane deformations of linear viscoelastic materials of rate type (see [10, 
p. 77]) or viscoelastic fluids (see [11]). It also governs sound propagation in viscous gases as 
reported in [12]. Noticing that a particular case of equation (1.7) with a = 0, b = l/A, and 
f (x ,  t) = 0 is the linear form of equation (1.1) with/~(s) -- 0, so we can also think equation (1.1) 
as a model arising from the above fields. 
In this paper, we deal with the uniqueness of generalized solutions to the initiM boundary 
value problem of equation (1.1). The method we use for treating this problem was inspired by 
some idea of Br~zis and Crandall [1]. Here what we consider is not the Cauchy problem, but the 
initial boundary value problem, so the required regularizing procedure is achieved by means of 
an elliptic operator with homogeneous boundary condition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. u iS called to be a generalized solution of the initiaI boundary value prob- 
lem (1.1)-(1.3), if u E L°°(QT), and for any test function ~ in C°°(QT) with ~(m,t) = 0 for 
x E af~ and for t = T, the following integral equality holds 
B(u) .  V~ dx dr. 
The main result of this paper is as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. The initial boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3) has at most one generalized 
solution. 
2. PROOF OF  THE MAIN RESULT  
Let Us,U2 E L°°(QT) be two generalized solutions of problem (1.t)-(1.3). Denote by z = Ul-U2, 
v = A(ul)  - A(u2), and/ t  =/~(u l )  - /7(u2).  From the definition of generalized solutions, we 
have 
/ /QT  z( I - AA ) ~tt dx dt + / /QT  VA~o dx dt - / /QT  H . V~o dx dt = O. (2.1) 
For small # > 0, we definite the operator T~ as the following 
T~: L2(~) --+ H2(fl) • Hol(~), g ~ y, 
where y = Tug is determined uniquely by the Dirichlet problem 
--Ay 4- #y = g, x E ~, 
y=O,  x E 0~. 
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It is easy to see that T~ is a self-adjoint operator, i.e., for arbitrary f, g E L2(f~), 
The L2-theory for elliptic equations implies that Tug E H2(f~) A Ho ~ (f2) and 
[IT.gllH~ca) _< Co[Igll~(a), (2.2) 
where Co is a constant depending only on N and ~, but independent of # and g. 
Noticing that 
//o . 
and replacing : by T~ in (2.1), we get 
//o /L 
= //C2T(l-AA)T,z~t dxdt+ //Q v(#T.'-:)dzd'+ //O. (div~r) T.: dxdt 
= //c~T-(l-AA)~tZ:dxdt+ //Q (#T,v-v):dxdt+ //QTT, (divH-)" dxdt 
~0, 
Owing to the arbitrariness of : ,  we see that 
in the sense of distribution. 
Let 
and we prove that 
lim g,(t) = O, 
tt--,O 
Once this is done, owing to the fact that 
f 
g~(t) =/a f t  - ~A)T,z(x, t). z(x, t) dx 
a.e. t ~ (0, T). 
f 
g.(t) =/o (1  - ~Zx)T.z( ,T.z  - AT.z)  dx 
= #[ITt.z][ 2 + (1 + A#)I[VT.z[I 2 + AIIAT.zll 2, 
we see that for almost every t E (0, T), as # --~ O, 
which implies that 
#T,z(.,t) -~ O, AT, z(.,t) -~ O, in L2(~), 
z(., t) = #T~z(., t) - ATuz(., t) --~ 0, in L2(Y2). 
Denoting by J~, the standard mollifier, and using (2.3), we get 
d --~ f (I-AA)T~(J~z)J~zdx=2 fffl(I: AA) ff---~T~(J~z)Jszdx 
= 2 fa J~( I -  AA) (OT~z)  ff~zdx 
(2.4) 
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i 
Integrating the above  equality f rom 0 to t, we  get 
a( I -  ),A)%(Y~z(x,t))J~z(x,t)dx =/a( I -  AA)T,(J~z(x,O))J~z(x,O)dx 
+2 f/Q de(#T~v-v÷T~(divI~))dEzdxds. 
Letting e ~ 0 and noting that z(x, O) = O, we have 
g~(t) =2/ /Qt  (#T,v -v  + T. (div H) ) z dx ds. (2.5) 
Since z is bounded, A(s) is continuously differentiable and ~(s) is locally Lipsehitz continuous, 
there exists two positive constants Mo and M1 such that the following estimates hold 
Ivl < Motzl, 1~ < Mlv. 
Noting that z and v have the same sign due to the assumption that A'(s) >_ O, we get 
1 2 
vz = Ivl Izl _> ~00 v 
By using of Schwartz's inequality and Young's inequality, we get 
~T,(d ivH)  zdx = faH.V%zdz  
(/o 
~ Me (/ Ivl2dx)J'/2 (J IVrpzl2dx)l/2 
-< M00 Ivl ~ dx + ---T-- 
l f a  M°M~fa = ~ Ivl~d~ ~ T~zf%zd~ 
Denoting 
and not ing that 
we obtain 
= -~o £ IVl2 dx - /aT .z ( ,T . z -z )d~ 
/o = ~ lvl ~ dx - - -T -  ~lT'zl~ + ---g--  
g~(t) =/a(T~z. z - IAT~z. z) dx = I1 + I2 
I2 = - £ ~AT.z(-ZXT.z + ,T.z) dx 
: £ ~I~T.~L 2 dx +. £ ~.lv%zL 2dx 
>0, 
1 I~12 dx + ~g~(t ) .  % (d~v~)z~ <_ ~o 
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Combining (2.5) with the above estimates, we see that 
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s 
g,(t): 2//Q~ (,T~v-v+ T, (divH))zdxds 
<_2 ( .T ,v -  v )zdxds  + -7o ° IvI2 dxds +------~ - -  g,(s) ds 
t t 
<_ 2, T.z.d d  +---5-- 
t 
//o <_. (IT.zl2+lvl 2) dxds+~ g.(s)ds t 
<_ c1.  (Izl 2 + Iv?) d~ as + - - -5 - -  g.(~) ds 
t 
< C2. + MoM~ fot - 2 g~ (s) ds. 
The application of the Gronwall inequality ields 
g. (t) < c . ,  
where C is a constant depending only on M0, M1, C1, C2, T, and the measure of ~2, but 
independent of # and t. On the other hand, from the definition of g,(t), we see that 
g.(t) _> o. 
Therefore, 
which implies that 
that is, 
The proof is complete. 
lira g. ( t )  = 0, a.e. (0, T ) ,  
it--.0 
z(~, t) = o, a.e. (x, t) e Qr, 
~l(x,t) = ~2(x,t), a.e. (x,t) e Qr. 
From the proof of the main result, we have the following remark. 
REMARK 2.1. If both A(s) and ~(s) are globally Lipschitz continuous, then the initial boundary 
value problem (1.1)-(1.3) has at most one generalized solution in L2(QT). 
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